
3D INTERIOR 
DESIGN 
SOFTWARE 
FOR ALL 
YOUR NEEDS



THE 3D VERSATILE 
SOLUTION 
TO CREATE ALL 
YOUR DESIGNS

Choose ArredoCAD to anticipate and face 
the challenges in the marketplace. 
ArredoCAD is a 3D flexible tailor-made 
solution for you. ArredoCAD has been 
developed for Interior Designers, Architects 
and Design Studios.

ArredoCAD
Designer

The ideal software for Design Professionals who want
to offer their clients a fast high resolution 3D photorealistic
preview of their design and architectural projects.

Marketing 
tool

Easy, rapid 
and versatile

Photoreal 
rendering

Virtual reality Design 
“Made in Italy”

Library of 30.000 
3D elements
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Office 
Design

Furniture for 
bars, restaurants 
and hotels

Retail and 
commercial 
window display

Renovations Home 
Staging

Contract 
and customizations

Interior Design Bathroom 
Design

Kitchen 
Design

ArredoCAD has a powerful and easy to use
rendering engine. It delivers high impact
3D renderings to show clients a photorealistic
preview of their design while using real time
alternative solutions!

ARREDOCAD
DESIGNER

Create your Design faster,
easier and more intuitively.

ArredoCAD offers clients a detailed comprehensive preview of their design. 
ArredoCAD is an integral marketing and selling tool for designers to use their 
creative and technical skills. Thanks to its versatility and its many libraries 
ArredoCAD is ideal for Designers, Architects, Furniture Designers, Real Estate, 
Interior Designers and Renovation projects.
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DESIGNERARREDOCAD

Besides photorealistic and 360 panoramic renderings (which you can navigate 
with a PC, smartphone or tablet), ArredoCAD also allows you to walk and move 
inside your project thanks to its Virtual Reality capabilities. The 3D Scene export 
has been optimized for the Visor VR Oculus, one of the most innovative visors 
in the market. You don’t need to spend hours rendering or uploading the scene; 
in just a few minute you can offer your customers an amazing experience inside 
the design so that they can feel and almost touch the scene created for them.

ArredoCAD’s library is made up
of parametric 3D elements each
customizable to reproduce any
manufacturers elements (kitchens,
living rooms, bedrooms, wardrobes,
bathrooms, offices). ArredoCAD allows
you to import objects from 3D Studio
and Sketchup, or to create new objects
using its solid modeler feature.
Furthermore, the library is constantly
updated by our partners using the best
trends of design “Made in Italy”.

Impress customers
with Photorealistic
Renderings,
360 Panoramic Views
and Virtual Reality
Presentations.

ArredoCAD has a library 
of 30,000 3D elements, 
including modular design 
objects and architectural 
components.

Partners
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